
Handsmitten 
Ninja accessories



Shuriken
Shuriken (手裏剣) literally means sword hidden in 
user’s hand. It’s a concealed weapon generally used 

for throwing, and sometimes stabbing or slashing.
The art of wielding the shuriken is known 

as Shuriken Jutsu and is taught around 
Japan as a part of martial arts. 

The Kenichi Shuriken are handmade 
from scratch, one by one in Miki City Japan. 

Each shuriken comes packed carefully in a 
traditional paulownia box stamped with the 

Komatsu family seal.
The Kenichi Shuriken is made as a high 

grade collectors item for real ninja fans.

Our shurikens are made in high carbon 
steel(SK-5) usually used in high grade cutlery 
products.

※ Please refrain from throwing these items.



Kunai
The Kunai (苦無) which was originally a tool was soon developed 
into a weapon. Nowadays the Kunai is widely known from movies 
and anime, used by ninjas as a throwing knife to pin their pray 
down. While a rather basic tool, in the right hands it can be 
used as a multi functional weapon. 

The Kenichi Kunai, “The ninja paper knife” is 
made to look close to the real thing while still leaving 
some utility. So weather you would like to use it as 
an accessory for cosplay, or keep it as an original 
paper knife, either is possible.

Our Kunai are made in high carbon steel (SK-5) 
usually used in high grade cutlery products. 

Straps
A miniature shuriken strap for your phone, 
keychain or bag. Comes in a variety of strap colors.
Choose the one you identify yourself with and stand out 
from your friends. 

Tie Clip Set
Bring a piece of Japan with you 
on formal occations, or give it 
to your ninja loving friend.

Made in brass, nickelplated 
with an oxide finish. 

※
 Please refrain from

 throwing these item
s.



Miki-city x Kenichi
Miki City is a small town in Japan, roughly 
an hour car ride from the metropolitan area 
Osaka. Miki City is widely known for steel, 
famous for their hardware, saw blades and 
wood-carving tools sold all over the world. 
Miki-city’s carpenters and blacksmiths 
have a long history of great reputation, with 
their skill valued even in the metropolitans.

The Komatsu-family, the creator of 
the Kenichi brand, has over 300 years of 
history Japan. The family crest has been 
passed down for generations before being 
put to use in the Kenichi brand as a symbol, 
and also pressed directly to the shurikens. 

Kenichi’s throwing stars, and other 
merchandise are embedded with Miki city’s 
history, and valued craftsmanship. As 
a throwing star, they both look 
the part and feel it, making 
them the only one of 
its kind.

For more information:
Head office
302, 1-16-23 Minami Senba, Chuo-Ku, 
Osaka city, Osaka, Japan,  Zip: 542-0081
facebook.com/kenichi1974.japan
overseas@id-manage.com
http://kenichi1974.com/
+816-6260-7622


